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Wei Qing, General Manager of Consumer Marketing at Microsoft China,
introduces the company's new tablet computer and Windows 8 software to the
media in Shanghai on October 23. The US computing giant gave an early peek to
the key Chinese market of its new tablet computer and Windows 8 software,
promising a "fast and fluid" operating system.

US computing giant Microsoft on Tuesday gave an early peek to the key
Chinese market of its new tablet computer and Windows 8 software,
promising a "fast and fluid" operating system.
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Microsoft will launch Windows 8 and the Surface tablet computer,
designed to compete with Apple's popular iPad, in the United States on
Friday. The launch of the two products in China is the same day.

Windows remains the dominant platform for personal computers, but it
has lost ground to Apple and Google in newer devices which use rival
operating systems.

"With Windows 8, we introduced this fast and fluid experience that
works across a broad range of different types of PCs (personal
computers)," said Steven Sinofsky, president of Microsoft's Windows
division.

"Windows 8 seamlessly moves between a world of touch-only tablets to
laptops that have touch screens to desktops and to portable computers
without touch screens," he said in a speech to the media in Shanghai.

Microsoft's new tablet computer was designed to be a platform for
Windows, Sinofsky said, as he compared the challenger to Apple's iPad.

"Even though it's bigger than an iPad, it's actually lighter in your hand
because of the way the physics of the design work," he said.

The Surface has a full-sized USB port unlike the iPad, a built-in stand
and a cover which doubles as a keyboard, he said, ticking off the
features.

The tablet runs the new Windows RT, a form of Windows 8, and comes
with Microsoft Office 2013, he added.

It is not Microsoft's first foray into the tablet market. In 2000 the
company unveiled a prototype tablet PC and shortly after began licensing
its specifications to various manufacturers.
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Some who have tested Windows 8 complain about the change from
earlier versions of Windows, which could force users to relearn how to
operate their computers, the New York Times reported Sunday.

Sinofsky acknowledged the difference with older versions but said
Windows 8 was designed for the "modern world".

"It's a completely different feel. It's clean. It's beautiful. It's intuitive," he
said.

Sinofsky said Microsoft hoped to add a billion new customers with
Windows 8, which aims to replace earlier versions of its dominant
operating system.

"It's (Windows) used by over a billion people around the world and with
Widows 8 we're aiming towards the next billion," he said.

(c) 2012 AFP
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